
Year 6 Spellings-Spring Term 2021 

Remember to look at the suggested list of ‘Spelling Activities’ on Spelling Shed. 

TIP - Keep using LSCWC (LOOK, SAY, COVER, WRITE, CHECK) method. 

 

WB 4.1.21  
Rule:  

Challenge words 

 
Test on: 8.1.21 

WB 11.1.21 

Rule:  
The long vowel 

/a/ sound 

spelled ‘ai’ 
 

Test on: 15.1.21 

WB 18.1.21 

Rule: 
The long /a/ 

vowel sound 

spelled ’ei.’ 

 

 
Test on: 

22.1.21 

WB 25.21 

Rule:  
The long /a/ 

vowel sound 

spelled ’ey.’ 

 
 

Test on: 

29.1.21 

WB 1.2.21 

Rule:  
Adding the –ly 

suffix to an 

adjective 

turns it into an 

adverb.  

 

 
Test on: 5.2.21 

 

 
Spellings which follow a particular 

pattern/rule have been provided. 

 

 Some weeks, you will need to find 

additional spellings of your own, which 

follow the same pattern, and write 

them in the grid below. 

Please ensure your child learns their 

spellings every week. 

 

They will be tested every Friday on 

their spellings for the week and an 

additional five chosen from previous 

weeks. 

 

At the end of each half term, children 

will be tested on a higher number of 

spellings previously learnt. 

 

A copy of these spellings can be found 

on our school website. 

Teaching and Learning 

Curriculum 

Year 6 

 

centre straight vein obey calmly 

decide painter weigh prey exactly 

disappear fainted eight convey deadly 

early waist neighbour survey bravely 

heart strainer sleigh grey boldly 

learn chained reign osprey gladly 

minute claimed freight disobey deeply 

notice failure reins they clearly 

regular snail veil surveyor hourly 

therefore waiter eighteen conveyor quickly 

 * * *  

 * * *  

Half term 15.2.21-19.2.21 

WB 8.2.21 

Rule: 
Homphones 

  
Test on: 12.2.21 

 

 

WB 22.2.21 

Rule:  
Challenge words 

 
Test on: 26.2.21 

 

WB 1.3.21  
Rule:  

The /l/ sound 

spelled ‘-al’ 

 

Test on: 5.3.21 

 

WB 8.3.21 

Rule:  
The /l/ sound 

spelled ‘-le’ at 

the end of 

words.    

 
Test on: 

12.3.21 

WB 15.3.21 

Rule: 
Adding the 

suffix ‘–ly’ 

when the root 

word ends in ‘-

le’ then the ‘-

le’ is changed 

to ‘-ly.’ 

Test on: 

19.3.21 

WB 22.3.21 

Rule: 
Adding the 

suffix ‘-ally’ 

which is used 

instead of ‘-ly’ 

when the root 

word ends in ‘–ic.’ 

 
Test on: 26.3.21 

 

WB 29.3.21 

Rule: 
Adding the 

suffix –ly.  

Words which 

do not follow 

the rules.  

 
Test on: 2.4.21 

 

grate build arrival battle gently basically truly 

great describe burial article simply frantically duly 

grown imagine comical struggle humbly dramatically publicly 

groan library emotional possible nobly historically daily 

main natural national capable durably nationally slyly 

mane ordinary magical settle terribly emotionally shyly 

meat promise personal humble incredibly accidentally fully 

meet recent optional terrible responsibly automatically wholly 

missed suppose survival example wrinkly traditionally coyly 

mist weight tropical adjustable possibly specifically happily 

*  * * * * * 

*  * * * * * 



 


